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LAW AMENDMENTS COMMITTEE

Red Chamber, Province House

Monday, October 16, 2017

9:00 a.m.

Bill #16 - Adult Capacity and Decision-making Act

9:00 a.m. 1. Professor Sheila Wildman

2. Wendy Lill
Community Homes Action Group

3. Charlie Macdonald
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10:00 a.m.

4. Michael Bach, Managing Director
Institutefor Research & Development on Inclusion in Society (IRIS)

5. Brenda Webb

6. Darrell Webb

7. Dave Kent

People First Nova Scotia

Bill No. 29 - Marine Renewable-energy Act (amended)

10:45 a.m. 1. Jamie MacNeil

Bill #7 - Workers' Compensation Act (amended)

11:00 a.m. 1. Janet Hazelton, President
Nova Scotia Nurses' Union

1. Jason MacLean, President
NSGEU

3. Mary Lloyd
Larry Maloney
Pictou County Injured Workers Association

4. Micah Maclsaac
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12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

•*=—JuTly Lewis Cu^^^X

6. Jim Cormier, Atlantic Director
Retail Council ofCanada

7. Richard Biggar *2> l^> K^ T

8. Debra Fortune
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9. Shaun Watters

10. Kevin Johnson

11. Rachel B arbour

12. DeanTupper T>rs>tVT ^PPtfftC^

13. Terry Chapman

Bill No. 15 - Environment Act (amended)

2:00 p.m. 1. Stephen Thomas
Ecology Action Centre

2. Brian Gifford, Chair

Affordable Energy Coalition

3. Daniel Roscoe, P. Eng, Partner
Roswall Incorporated

4. Christine Saulnier, Nova Scotia Director
Canadian Centrefor Policy Alternatives

Bill #7 - Workers' Compensation Act (amended) - continued

3:00 p.m. 14. Eunice Abaga

Bill No. 17 - Solemnization of Marriage Act (amended)
No representation

Bill No. 19 - An Act to Amend Various Consumer Protection Statutes
No representation
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Bill No. 27 - Intimate Images and Cvber-protection Act

No representation

Bill No. 33 - Gas Distribution Act (amended)

No representation
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LAW AMENDMENTS COMMITTEE

Red Chamber, Province House

Monday, October 23,2017

Bill #27 - Intimate Images and Cvber-protection Act

10:30 a.m. 1. Dr. A. Wayne MacKay,
ProfessorEmeritus, Schulich School ofLaw

BUI #39 - Financial Measures T2017^ Act

No representation
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From: dilruba rahman < >

Sent: Monday, October 16, 2017 9:14 PM
To: Ferrara, Sonya A; Office of the Legislative Counsel
Subject: Re: Bill 27, The Intimate Images and Cyber-protection Act, on Monday, Oct. 16

Thank you for including me to have a look on the proposed bill.
My few comments about the Bill 27 given my experience and observation dealing with young adults who have
experienced Cyber Bullying:

1. Definition of Cyber Bullying-needs further inclusion of exchanging offensive emails in group setting,
using different/foreign language to take advantage in different cultural background, religious bias to
impose bully, using online resources to take advantage of intellectually disabled people

2. I am not sure where the situation falls where I have heard that kids at school using friends/victim's
own cell phone to use offensive texts/photo shop/ social media and later accusing them as the
bully/perpetrator.

3. The Intimate Images Cyber-protection act-would be helpful to include potential risk even though the
act is minimal as in my clinical experience it causes significant amount of psychological damage into
individual's ability to be assertive and resilient. (insecure with low self esteem, fearful in conflict
resolution and risk of self harm and escaping into substance misuse/eating disorder)

4. Time line-in my opinion, it would be helpful for children and teen age kids to know that any one can
step forward with any bullying event at any time regardless of how many time/years has passed. As we
will be seeing more and more cyber related psychological insults and we are still unaware of its long
term consequences (relationships, employment, security and criminal record check).

5. I would like to see some mandatory educational session on cyber safety and communication skills and,
or, counselling services for both victims and alleged individuals. Its very important for all of us to
caution and punish the inappropriate act but not the person. Often time they are in the same
class/year/ peer groups and both of them need to feel safe and protected.

Thank you!

Dr. Dilruba Rahman

MBBS, MD, FRCPC

Psychiatrist



David T.S. Fraser

October 20, 2017 Direct+1 (902)4448535

Nova Scotia Legislature - Law Amendments Committee
c/o Chief Legislative Counsel
CIBC Building
Suite 802

1809 Barrington Street
P.O. Box 1116

Halifax NS B3J 2X1

david.fraser@mcinnescooper.com
1969 Upper Water Street
Suite 1300

Purdy's Wharf Tower II
Halifax NS

Canada B3J 2V1

Tel +1 (902) 4256500 |Fax+1 (902) 425 6350

Honourable Members:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide my views on Bill 27, the Intimate Images and
Cyber-protection Act.

I am a lawyer with Mclnnes Cooper whose practice is focused on internet and privacy
law matters. I need to emphasise from the outset that these are my own personal and
professional comments, and do not necessarily represent the views of my firm, its
clients or any other organizations with which I am associated. I have been practicing in
this area of law for over fifteen years. In this context, I am perhaps best known as being
a vocal critic of the Cyber-Safety Act and being the lawyer who argued in Court that the
old Act was unconstitutional.

If I could first comment on a matter of process, I am disappointed that I am not able to
appear before the committee and answer any questions you may have. When this bill
was first considered on October 16, 2017, I had less than one business day's notice of
the hearing and was scheduled to be out of town. I was then advised on Thursday,
October 19 that the Bill would again be before the committee on Monday, October 23.
That's one and a half day's notice and I will again be out of town on Monday. If the
government were serious about getting this right, surely it would make it easier for
experts to appear on the Bill. I am sure the Committee would benefit from testimony
from Canadian Civil Liberties Association or the Canadian Bar Association, but these
organizations can't just drop tools, consult with their stakeholders and develop a
coherent and helpful position with that kind of notice. I can name at least five people
who have immense expertise in the field of civil rights, cyberbullying, restorative justice
and youth suicide who this Committee and Nova Scotians should hear from, but none
will have a chance to provide their well-informed and expert views. I do not know if this
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is peculiar to this bill, but it certainly was the case with the original Cyber-Safety Act and
Nova Scotians have suffered as a result.

In the meantime, the government has had a number of targeted consultations. I did
meet with Justice officials to provide my views, with the final meeting commenting on a
draft of the bill. I had some misgivings then which I will share with you today.

While the law was formally and officially declared unconstitutional on December 10,
2015, it was unconstitutional on the day it was introduced on April 25, 2013, fewer than
three weeks after the tragic death of Rehtaeh Parsons.

I stood up in court and called the Cyber-Safety Act a "dumpster fire". Justice McDougall
called it, much more politely, a "colossal failure" as far as the Charter is concerned.

I argued, and the Court agreed, that the law had two principal failures. The first was that
the definition of "cyberbullying" was far, far too broad and would include anything that
could hurt someone's feelings (including legitimate, political speech). The second failure
was that a complainant could get a protection order without the alleged cyberbully ever
having an opportunity to defend themselves. The justice of the peace would make a
decision on the basis of only hearing one side of the case. And the first that the
respondent would hear of it would be when a police officer would show up at their house
- usually at night - and serve them with the order.

Both of these issues have been addressed in the new Bill. The definition of
"cyberbullying" raises the bar much, much higher. It may be too high, by requiring
"malice", but it does capture communications that are intended to harm the victim. The
issue of procedural fairness has certainly been addressed, but I am afraid the pendulum
may have swung too far the other way.

The way the Bill sets it out, a victim of cyberbullying has only one option: to commence
an application in the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia following the Nova Scotia Civil
Procedure Rules. I have 100% confidence in the fairness of a judge of the Supreme
Court and the court's processes. But forcing a victim of cyberbullying to start a
conventional lawsuit will represent a huge barrier to access to justice.

What I am saying is completely contrary to my own pecuniary self interests. I am a
lawyer who practices law in this area. My law partners much prefer that I charge clients
for my time and for my services. While we have a great pro bono program - I think it's
one of the best in the country of any law firm that I am familiar with - I am not able to
take on the cases of all victims of cyberbullying. To my knowledge, none of these
proceedings would fall within the scope of Nova Scotia Legal Aid.

Going to the Supreme Court requires that a victim understand and follow the Civil
Procedure Rules. They'll have to read and understand Rules 4, 5, and 6. They have to
prepare a notice of application in court and an affidavit, all according to the rules. They'll
have to hire a process server to serve the documents on the respondent. They likely
have to be in court across from their tormentor to schedule the next steps and the court
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hearing. They get a written affidavit from the respondent. They can then maybe file
another response affidavit. They can maybe cross-examine the respondent outside of
Court, assuming they are in a position to pay a court reporting service to transcribe the
cross-examination on an expedited basis. Then they have to file their brief. And then
they have their day in Court, except they never get to directly tell a judge their story.
They don't get to testify on their own behalf, since their testimony is only in their
affidavit.

I would expect it would cost at least $10,000 for me to represent an applicant in this
process. That is daunting. But what's equally daunting is the prospect of a traumatized
cyberbullying victim having to find, understand and precisely follow, the CivilProcedure
Rules. That greatly troubles me and I think it should trouble you.

The legislature should seriously consider a different approach. I do not think I have all
the answers, but I would suggest that the legislature should consider a less formal
approach that still preserves the procedural fairness that was lacking in the old Cyber-
safety Act. While the current procedure for a peace bond is not without its shortcomings,
there should be a procedure through which an applicant can go to court and tell their
story. The respondent has the same right to know what is being alleged, to appear, to
present their story and possible justification. If neither adduced evidence about some of
the essential factors to be considered under the Act, the judge can ask them questions.
And a decision follows. This can be before the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia or a judge
of the Provincial Court.

I do agree with sidelining the CyberSCAN unit from enforcement of the law. In my
experience and in my opinion, they were the wrong tool for the job. While perhaps not
representative of all the people with whom they interacted, I consistently heard from and
about people whose political or legitimate Charter-protected speech was removed from
the internet because members of CyberSCAN bullied the people into removing it under
threat of unspecified "legal action" that could include removing their internet access. It
may have been a matter of who they hired for the role or how they were led, but the
CyberSCAN unit was part and parcel of the speech suppression that the law
represented. When I asked Roger Merrick how the CyberSCAN unit took the Charter
into account in doing their jobs, I was told that the legislature took it into account when
the bill was passed by this House. That was clearly incorrect.

I do think the CyberSCAN unit or some replacement of it could go good things.
Education and awareness are important. Providing support to victims is important. I am
sure that victims will need a lot of help in figuring out how to have their day in court, and
CyberSCAN can be a resource for that.

One final concern that I have is that the legislation says that if the victim is a minor, their
parent or guardian has to commence the application on their behalf. There should be a
mechanism by which a minor can do this on their own. First of all, there may be a case
related to intimate images where the minor does not want to tell their parents. Secondly,
I can imagine a scenario where the parent is either the perpetrator or is unwilling to help
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the child. Some safeguard needs to be in place to give a child direct access to the
courts.

I do want to take the opportunity to praise the manner in which the non-consensual
distribution of intimate images is treated in the statute. By separating this from the
definition of cyberbullying, it will effectively shield this from being struck down if the
conventional cyberbullying aspect is found to be unconstitutional.

Again, I regret that there was not enough notice for me to appear in person and answer
any questions by the Committee. However, I am easy to find and I would be pleased to
discuss this important matter with any Committee members or their staffers.

Yours very

Svid T.S. Fraser
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Bill #27

Intimate Images and Cyber-protection Act

CHANGE RECOMMENDED TO THE LAW AMENDMENTS COMMITTEE

PAGE 3, subclause 6(1)

(a) add after paragraph (d) the following:

(e) an order restricting the person's access to the internet;

(b) reletter clauses (e) to (i) as (f) to (j).

PAGE 6, subclause 12(1)

(a) add after paragraph (c) the following:

(d) advise victims of intimate image distribution without consent and
cyber-bullying respecting the criminal justice system and proceedings under
this Act;

(b) reletter clauses (d) and (e) as (e) and (f).

PAGE 6, Clause 12 - add after subclause (2) the following:

(3) The agency may refer matters to the police.

LAC PC-1
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